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of the outer boundary-this feature also peaks after ring opening and then holds fairly constant.
One of our goals in this research was to detemine the stage of maturation of a cell as a function of its morphology. Figure  6 is a two-dimensional scattergram of bending energy (X axis) versus outer-boundary perimeter (Y axis). It shows the distribution of cells from two age groups according to these features. The cells labeled "A" from data set DATA0003C are 1.5 days past DNA synthesis and the cells labeled "B" from data set DATAOO14C are 4.0 days past DNA synthesis. A reasonable separation exists between these two populations (P < 0.15, using the multivariate t-test (1)); cluster isolation is especially good at the ends of the distribution, as would be expected for a progressive trend, and the trend as the cell matures corresponds to the univariate descriptions given above.
